President to Youth

Beaware of Terrorist Designs

KABUL - In his message on the eve of International Youth Day on Wednesday, President Ashraf Ghani has warned that terrorists want to use youth as a tool to promulgate their nefarious designs. The presidential message was read out by Sayed Maahmod Shok cabinet, deputy information and cultural affairs minister, in a gathering organized by the ministry.

A number of high ranking officials, political analysts and youth were present on the occasion. The president congratulated Afghan youth on the day and said they were the backbone of a society and this period of life provided a career making opportunity.

He said youth suffered as well due to violence, social injustice and discrimination. Information Minster Abdul Hakim Janhawi said: “Our youth has extraordinary talent and qualities which have proved over the period of time.”

Ahmad Massoud, the president's special envoy for reform and good governance, said the country witnessed fast paced changes in the past 13 years and today “we...”
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KABUL - The National Directorate of Security (NDS) - the Afghan intelligence service - on Wednesday blamed the recent Kabul bombings on Pakistan's military.

Addressing a press conference in Kabul, NDS spokesman Hasib Sediqi said the explosives used in the recent deadly Kabul bombings were of military grade and were not available to the general public.

“Taliban terrorists are still being trained in Pakistan to be used against Afghanistan,” Sediqi said in the wake of the recent Denver report on the war against terrorists.

Ahmad Massoud said that the government is committed to providing peace for the people of Afghanistan.
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The Afghan delegation would present the Pakistan officials with a decisive action plan to support militants’ defeat and sanctions who chose to stand out in Pakistan, he added.

However, the spokesman did not offer more details but some Pakistani media reported that Afghanistan delegation would meet in Islamabad to arrest and hand them over.
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